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ABSTRACT 
Completions (or extensions) of band matrices (with invertible maximal and 
submaximal blocks) are considered. Linear fractional descriptions for invertible, 
minimal rank, and LU- (UL-) decomposable extensions are derived. Self-adjoint and 
Toeplitz cases are included. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Let Fij, Ij - iI 6 m, 1 Q i,j < n, be a given vi x vj matrix with complex 
entries, and suppose that each of the block matrices 
(a) F(j ,..., j+m>, j=l,..., n-m, 
(b) F(j+l,..., j+m),j=l,..., n-m-l, 
,..., j), j=l,..., m; 
is invertible. Here 
A block matrix G = (Gij>t j= 1 is called an extension of the band {FijII j - i( < 
m) when Gij = Fij, Ij - iI< m. Adapting the techniques of [4, 51, we are able 
to describe sets of extensions of the band { Fiji1 - i) Q m} with a certain 
property via linear fractional maps. Among others, the following description 
for the set of all invertible extensions of the band { FijII j - il Q m} holds true. 
THEOREM 0.1. Let Fij, ) j - i ( < m, be given matrices of size vi X vj, und 
suppose that the block matrices in (a), (b), Cc), and (d) are invertible. Put 
[ 
rj; . . . yjf@(j)]=[l 0 . . . O]F( j,...,P(j))-‘, j=l,...,n, 
F,+l,j 
=-[F(j+1,...,/3(j)]-’ ! 
! I 
, j=l ,...,n-1, 
FP(j),.i 
= [F(r(j>,...,j)]-’ , j=l ,...,n, 
[ X- J,r(i) ..’ X- J,j-1 1 1 =- Fj,v(j) ... F-j-l] [F(y(j),...,j-l)]-', 
j=2,...,n, 
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where r(j) = max(I, j - m) and /3(j) = min( j + m, n>. Further, put 
where X,: = YiT = 0 for j - i < 0 and j - i > m, Xii = Yis = 0 for j - i > 0 
and j - i‘< - A, and Yjy = X,? = I for j = 1,. , n. Then ull invertible block 
matrices A = (Aij>:,j=l with Ai, = Fij, 1 j - i\ < m, are of the form 
A=(HY++X_)-‘(I-HG)(Y_G+X+)-’ 
=(GX_+Y+)-‘(I-GH)(X+H+Y-)-I, (0.1) 
whereG=(Gij>~j=, andH=(H,j>~~j=, satisfy Gij = 0 for j - i < m, Hij = 0 
for j - i > - A, and I- GH is n&singular. The correspondence is l-l. 
Moreover, when the given band is self-adjoint (i.e., Fij = F$, 1 j - iI < m), 
then all invertible self-adjoint extensions A of the given band are given by 
(O.l), where the matrices G and H satisfy in addition G = D, H*Dz. Here 
D, = diag( Yj; ),“= 1 and D, = diag (X,: )y= i. This correspondence is l-l. 
Finally, when the given band is Toeplitz (i.e., Fi,, = Fi+l,j+l, 1 j - iI < m), 
all invertible Toeplitz extensions A of the given band are given by (0.1) where 
G=(Gj_i);j=, and H=(H.j_i>itj,, are Toeplitz, G,=O for p<m, H,=O 
for p > - m, and I - GH is invertible. The correspondence is l-1. 
In Section 1 we shall prove a somewhat more general theorem which 
yields the above theorem as a corollary. Section 2 contains similar results for 
extensions of the band {F,,\lj - ) i Q m} which (1) allow an LU (UL) factor- 
ization, or (2) have lowest possible rank among all extensions. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1 
All the results in this note follow from the following theorem. It origi- 
nates from the observation that for the algebra of matrices the result on the 
linear fractional description for all positive extension of a given band in [4] 
can be carried further. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let F,,, Ij - iI Q m, be given as in Theorem 0.1. Con- 
struct in the same way as in Theorem 0.1 the matrices Y,, X +, D,, and D,. _ 
Put 
T(G,H)=(HY++X_)-‘(I-HG)(Y_G+X+)-’ 
and 
i;(G,zf)=(Gx_+Y+)-'(I-GH)(x+H+Y_)-'. 
Then all extensions of the band { Fi j ) I j - i 1 Q m} are of the form A = T(G, H) 
=T(G,H), where G=(Gij>fj+ and H=(H,j>tj=, are such that Gij=O 
fw j - i < m and Hij = 0 fmj - i 2 - m. This correspondence is 1-l. Fur- 
ther, when the band ( Fij) 1 j - ( i < m) is self-adjoint (Toeplitz), the matrix 
T(G, H) is self-adjoint (Toeplitz) if and only if G = DIH*D,* (G and H are 
Toeplitz >. 
Proof. Let us first show that T(G, H) and ?(G, H) are well defined. 
Using the Schur complement, it follows from the invertibility of F(y(j), . . . , jl 
and F(y( j), . . , j - 1) that XJ: is invertible (j = 1,. . , n). Analogously, Yj: 
(j =l,..., n) is invertible. But then both X, and Y, are upper triangular 
invertible matrices. When Gij = 0 for j - i =S m, the matrix GX_ is upper 
triangular with a zero main diagonal. But then the invertibility of GX_ + Y, 
follows. In the same way the existence of the other inverses in (0.1) is 
guaranteed. 
From [2] we know that T(O,O) = T(O,O) is an extension of the band 
(FijII j - i) < m}. In fact, T(O,O) is what H. Dym and I. Gohberg call “the 
unique extension of type I and type II.” It follows from this that when the 
band is self-adjoint or Toeplitz, T(O,O) h as also this property. Let us first 
prove that for G and H as in the proposition we have T(G, H) = T(G, H), 
and 
[T(G, H) - T(O,O)Jij = 0 
for I j - iI & m. 
Put B = T(0, 0), and let B _ be the lower triangular block matrix and B + 
the upper triangular block matrix such that B = B_ + B + and (B_ Iii = 
(B + )ii = i( B)ii, i = 1,. . . , n. Define 
T1(G):=(-B_Y_G+B+X+)(Y_G+X+)-’ 
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and 
Then 
T,(G)+T,(H)=(HY++X_)-’ 
x{-HY+(B++B_)Y_G+X_(B_+B+)X+}(Y_G+X+)-l 
=T(G,H). 
Also, by putting 
QH)=(-B+X+H+B_Y_)(X+H+Y_)-‘, 
F2(G)=(GX_+Y+)-‘(-GX_B_+Y+B+) 
we see that 
?,(H)+F,(G) =T(G,H). (1.1) 
Using B+ + B_ = B = XI’XJ’ = Y;‘YI’, one easily checks that 
Z’,(G) = FJG) and T,(N) = F,(H). But then T(G, H) = F(G, H). Further, 
x(Y_G+X+)-l= -Y,‘G(Y_G+X+)-‘+B+, 
where we use BY_ = Y;‘. Also T,(H)= B_ -(HY+ + x-‘)HYI’. Thus 
T(G,H)-T(o,o)=-[Y;~G(Y_G+x+)-‘+(HY++x_)-’HYI~], 
(1.2) 
so that AC> (i, j)th coefficient with I j - iI < m is easily recognized to be zero. 
For the l-l correspondence note that T,(G) is upper triangular, T,(H) is 
lower triangular, and their main diagonals are equal to diag(iFij>rE,. Let A 
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be an extension of the given band, and write A as A = A_ + A+, with 
(A_)ii = (A+)ii = iFii, i = 1,. . , n. This way of writing is unique. Put 
G=Y:‘(A++B_)-‘(B+-A+)& (1.3) 
Since (A++B_)=(A+-B+)+B=[(A+-B+)B-l+Z]B and (A+- 
B, )B-’ is strictly upper triangular, we get that G is well defined and has 
the property that Gij = 0, j - i < m. Also put 
H=X_(B_-A_)(A_+B+))‘Y;‘, (1.4) 
and note that H is well defined and of the desired form. It is straightforward 
to check that 
T(G,H)=T,(G)+T,(H)=A++A_=A. 
This proves the first part of the proposition. 
Suppose that the band {FijII j - ‘1 z < m) is self-adjoint. Then Y _ = Y +* 0; ’ 
and X, = X’: D,. With this knowledge one easily checks that T(D1H*D2, H) 
is self-adjoint. For the l-l correspondence use (1.3) and (1.4). 
(1.4). 
Assume now that the band is Toeplitz. Then for j < n - m - 1 we have 
Yi,=YiJ_1 j+l> yjTi=yJ+tl,t+l> i=l ,...,n -1, (1.5) 
and for j > m + 1 
',ti= ','+l,i+l> ',j = '*+l,j+l> i=l ,...,?a-1. (1.6) 
So parts of the matrices Y-, Y’, X+, and X- are of Toeplitz type. Let now G 
and H be of the desired form, and also Toeplitz. Because G and H contain 
many zeros, we get, for instance, that Y _ G and HY + are Toeplitz. In fact, it 
is not hard to show that the right hand side of (1.2) is Toeplitz. Since T(O,O) 
is Toeplitz also (see [2]), we get that T(G, H) is Toeplitz. The l-l correspon- 
dence follows just as easily. n 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Note that T(G, H) is invertible if and only if 
Z - HG is. But then the theorem follows directly from Theorem 1.1. n 
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Assume that the matrices in (a), (b), (c), and (d) are positive definite. 
Then also D, and D, in Theorem 0.1 are positive definite. Let Ai and A, 
be their square roots, i.e., diagonal symmetric matrices such that D, = (A,)2 
and D, =(A,)“. Put G= A;‘GAil and ii= A,HA,. Then all self- 
adjoint extensions are obtained by taking G = ii*, and all positive definite 
extensions by taking in addition ]lGl] < 1. In this way one recovers Theorem 
1.2.2 in [4]. 
An interesting feature of extensions of a given band is the behavior of 
their determinants. Here we obtain the following formula for the determinant 
of an extension: 
detT(G,H) =detT(O,O)det(l-GN). (1.7) 
Indeed, det(HY+ + X_)-‘(Y-G + X+)-l = det XI’X,’ = detT(O,O). The 
extension T(O,O) is also referred to as the band extension, emphasizing the 
band shape of its inverse. It is the only extension A of the band { Fijllj - iI < 
~2) for which (A-‘jij = 0, lj - i) > m (see [2]>. From (1.7) we can derive the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.2. LA Fi,, 1 j - iI 6 m, be as in Theorem 0.1. The band 
extension of the gicen bund ‘{Fiji I j - iI < m} is the unique extension B of the 
gioen band with the property that B + C is inoert&le for any C with either 
Cii = 0 for j - i 2 - m or Cij = 0 for j - i ,< m. 
In other words, the band extension may be characterized as the unique 
extension for which changes in either the lower or upper triangular part of 
the matrix outside the band do not spoil its invertibility. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. When C is upper triangular and zero in the 
band, the matrix B + C is of the form T(G,O) for some appropriate G. But 
then det( B + C) = det T(G, 0) # 0, and thus B + C is invertible. Also, when 
C is lower triangular and zero in the band, we have that B + C is invertible. 
Conversely, when A is not the band extension B = T(O,O), we have that 
A = T(G, H) where at least one of G and H is nonzero. When G # 0, we can 
find a lower triangular fi which is zero in the band such that det(I - Gfi) = 0. 
But then T(G, fi) is not invertible. Further, T(G, 8) is of the form A + C 
[ := T(G, H)+(T(G,fi)- T(G, H)}], w h ere C is lower triangular and zero 
inside the band. Thus any other extension A than the band extension can be 
perturbed by some C of the proper form and lose its invertibility. n 
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Note that in fact we have proved that 
det(B+C)=detB, 
where B and C are as in Corollary 1.2. 
2. OTHER TYPES OF EXTENSIONS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Fij, I j - iI =Z m, be a given matrix of size vi X vj, and 
suppose that the block matrices in (a)-(d) are invertible. Construct X *, Y, as 
in Theorem 0.1. Then: 
(i) All extensions of { Fii (1 j - i 1 < m) which allow an LU decomposition 
are of the form 
A=(HY++X_)-‘(I-HG)(Y_G+X+)-’ 
where G=(Gij)FjCl and H=(H,j>lJ=, are such that Gij=O forj-i Q m, 
H,j = 0 for j - i 2 - m, and I - HG allows an LU decomposition. The 
correspondence is l- 1. 
(ii) All A = (Ajj)i>=, with Aij = Fi,j, Ij - i) < m, which allow a UL 
decomposition are of the form 
A=(GX_+Y+)-‘(I-GH)(X+H+Y_)-’ 
where G =(Gjj)itjE1 and H = (Hij>Ej,, are such that Gij = 0 for j - i < m, 
Hij = 0 for j - i z - m, and I - GH allows an UL decomposition. The 
correspondence is l- 1. 
Proof. Note that p(G, H) all ows an LU decomposition if and only if 
I - GH does, and use Theorem 1.1. This proves (i). The proof of (ii) is 
similar. n 
Since T(G, H) is self-adjoint (Toeplitz) if and only if G = D,H*Dc (G 
and H are Toeplitz), one obtains the self-adjoint (Toeplitz) version of 
Theorem 2.1 by assuming in addition this condition on G and H. Note, 
however, that in the self-adjoint (Toeplitz) case of Theorem 2.1 the factors of 
the UL or LU factorization do not need to satisfy L = U* (do not need to be 
Toeplitz). 
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TIIEOREL~ 2.2. Let Fii, 1 j - i 1 < nz, be u gicen mutrix of size v X v, and 
suppose that the block n&rices in (a)-(d) ure inz;ertible. Then the lowest 
possible rank of u block matrix A = (A,j)i:.j=, with Aii = Fij for 1 j - iI < m is 
(m + l)v. Construct X +,Y, us in The&em 0.1. All extensions A of the band 
(Fi.illj - i) < m} with rank A = (m + 1)~ ure of the form 
A=(HY++X_)-‘(I-HG)(Y_G+X+)-’ 
=(GX_+Y+)-'(I-GH)(X+H+Y_)-', 
where G = (G,j>lt,,, und H = (Hij):f,i=, are such that Gii = 0 for j - i # 
m + 1, Hi, = 0 for j - i # - m - 1, and GiiHi, = 1 for j-i = m + 1. The 
correspondence is 1 - 1. 
Proof. Note that rank T(G, H) = rank(I - JIG). By choosing G and H 
as in the theorem one easily sees that rank(I - HG) = rank(m + 1)~. Further 
where 
(1 0 
K= y 
,o 1 
But K=O if and only if Gij=HJy’, j-i=m+l, and Gjj=H,,=O for 
j-i#m+l. n 
The fact that the lowest possible rank of an extension of ( Fij 11 j - i < m} is 
(m + 1)v follows also from the results in [3]. This result may be seen as 
another piece of evidence that Conjecture 3.3 in [l] is true. Further, it 
follows from Theorem 2.2 that the extensions A of { Fij 11 j - iI < m) with 
lowest possible rank form a manifold of dimension (n - m - IV. In fact, 
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after choosing Aij, j - i = m + 1, the rest of the matrices Aij are uniquely 
determined when finding an extension of lowest possible rank. Indeed, the 
matrices Aij determine Gij for j - i = m + 1. Indications of such results are 
also present in [3]; see, for instance, Corollary 2.4 in [3], which concerns 
scalar Toeplitz matrices. The Toeplitz case of Theorem 2.2 can be obtained 
by simply choosing G (and H) to be Toeplitz. The self-adjoint case of 
Theorem 2.2 is more involved, since the signatures of D, and D, might 
prevent one from being able to choose in addition G = D, H*Dz. When D, 
and D, are positive (or negative) definite, Theorem 2.2 extends easily to the 
self-adjoint case. 
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